PLAY GUITAR
IN 7 DAYS
OR GET MONEY BACK

SURPRISE FRIENDS, RELATIVES, HAVE
POPULARITY AND FUN GALORE!

In this introductory offer you get TOP RADIO
GUITARIST ED SALE’S famous 66 page secret
system worth $2.75 which positively teaches you
to play a beautiful song the first day and any song
by ear or note in seven days! Contains 52 photos,
87 finger placing charts, etc. Shows how to tune,
keep time, built chords, bass runs, dance chords,
swinging, etc., plus 110 popular and western songs,
words and music; a $1.00 Chord Finder of all the
chords used in popular music; a $2.00 Guitarist
Book of Knowledge — TOTAL VALUE $5.75 — ALL THREE for only $2.98.
SEND NO MONEY: Just name and address, pay postman $2.98 plus C. O. D.
postage. (Or send $3.00 with order and I pay postage.) Same Guarantee.
(Sorry, no C. O. D. to APO, FPO or outside U. S. A. Canada and Foreign
$3.00 with order.)

ED SALE • STUDIO 8701-A • BRADLEY BEACH, N. J.
Send special introductory offer — ED SALE’S 66-PAGE SECRET
SYSTEM — CHORD FINDER OF ALL CHORDS USED IN POP
MUSIC — GUITARIST’S BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE. I will pay post-
man $2.98, plus C. O. D. postage.

☐ Save 48¢ . . . Send $3.00 now . . . we pay postage. Same money-
back guarantee.

NAME ____________________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________
TOM CORBETT, SPACE CADET

The terrible dangers of dark space are sometimes as great as the evil plots that hide in the hearts of some people. The space cadets discovered this when they blast off on...
The spaceship of doom!

We're finished, I tell you! The ship's out of control! We're heading straight for the sun!

Look at the board, Roger! I told you we had a test today!

There goes our squad average! Space genius Roger didn't study up for it.

Test today

Relax, spacechums! I've got everything fixed for us!

Attention! Attention! Space cadets Tom Corbett, Roger Manning and Astro report to Commander Arkwright's office at once! That is all!
I TOLD YOU WE DIDN’T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT AN EXAM!

TOM... I DON’T LIKE THE SMELL OF THIS! ROGER’S UP TO ONE OF HIS TRICKS!

WHAT’S THIS ALL ABOUT, ROGER?

YOU’LL FIND OUT FROM COMMANDER ARKWRIGHT, SPACEBOY! GO RIGHT IN!

POLARIS SQUAD REPORTING AS ORDERED, SIR!

AT EASE, CADETS! I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR VOLUNTEERING TO MAN THE EXPERIMENTAL SPACESHIP X-36!

VOLUNTEERING? WHO...

SHUT UP, ASTRO! WHAT DO WE MEAN, SIR... IS... ER... WHO WOULDN’T VOLUNTEER FOR SUCH AN IMPORTANT JOB, SIR? WE’RE HAPPY TO BE HONORED!

AHemm... YOU REALIZE HOW IMPORTANT YOUR ASSIGNMENT IS. TARNs AND SPACE CAPTAIN SPADE HAVE BUILT THE X-36, IT IS A VALUABLE SHIP AND HEAVILY INSURED... YOU WILL ACT AS THE CREW ON HER FIRST TEST RUN!

I AM LENDING YOU THE TOP CADET SQUAD OF SPACE ACADEMY, GENTLEMEN! IF THEY CAN’T HANDLE YOUR SHIP... NO ONE IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM CAN!

WE APPRECIATE IT, COMMANDER ARKWRIGHT!

I DON’T THINK YOUR IDEA OF GETTING A SPACE CADET CREW WAS SO GOOD, SPADE. THEY MAY CAUSE TROUBLE...

DON’T WORRY, TARNs! I CAN HANDLE THOSE SPACEBRATS!
LATER, AS TOM, ASTRO, AND ROGER BOARD THE SHIP...

OH, STOP SPOUTING YOUR SPACEGAS! I VOLUNTEERED FOR THIS CRUISE TO GET US OUT OF THE TEST! AND YOU SPACEMONKEYS DON'T EVEN THANK ME!

WE'RE READY TO BLAST-OFF SIR! WHENEVER YOU SAY...

THE SOONER WE HIT THE SPACEWAYS, THE SOONER WE CAN GET BACK, CADET CORBETT! LET'S GET GOING!

STAND BY FOR BLAST-OFF!

HEY, TOM! SHE'S LEAPING LIKE A SPACE-RACER! SMOOTH AND EASY UP HERE IN RADAR CONTROL!

HUMMING LIKE A MARTIAN NIGHTINGALE HERE IN THE ENGINE ROOM, TOM!

SET CONTROLS FOR SPACE CRUISING SPEED, ASTRO, AND COME UP HERE! ROGER... SET RADAR ON AUTOMATIC. I WANT A CONFERENCE!

WHAT'S THE CONFERENCE FOR, TOM?

ANYTHING WRONG?

I DON'T KNOW... MAYBE JUST A SPACEUNCH. THE STEERING CONTROLS DIDN'T FEEL RIGHT. I THINK WE BETTER REPORT TO CAPTAIN SPADE AND CHECK.
WE SHOULD CHECK THE STEERING EQUIPMENT, SIR! THE MECHANISM IS STIFF...

IT'S A NEW SHIP, SPACECADET! SHE'LL SMOOTH OUT AFTER A FEW DAYS.
STAY AWAY FROM ALL MACHINERY FOR A FEW DAYS. STICK TO SPACE NAVIGATING. THAT'S MY ORDERS!

AYE, AYE, SIR. AS YOU SAY...

THE ATOMIC ACTIVATORS DON'T SOUND RIGHT, TOM. SOMETHING'S LOOSE AND KNOCKING IN THE ENGINES...

WE'RE GOING FOR DAYS... BUT THE STEERING GEAR IS STILL NOT WORKING RIGHT.

CUT OUT THE SPACEGAB! IF YOU THINK THERE'S SOMETHING WRONG... GO AND CHECK THE MACHINERY!
I'D NEVER ASK CAPTAIN SPADE'S PERMISSION...

ROGER'S RIGHT, ASTRO. SUPPOSE WE SLIP BELOW AND HAVE A LOOK!
I'M WITH YOU, TOM. ROGER CAN TAKE THE CONTROLS ON YOUR WATCH!

GO AHEAD, YOU SPACE DETECTIVES, I'LL KEEP A LOOKOUT FOR SPADE AND TARNS!

WITH ME LOOKING AFTER THEM, THEY DON'T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT BEING CAUGHT!
I TOLD YOU THESE SPACE CADETS WILL BRING TROUBLE! WHAT DO WE DO NOW?

GET RID OF THEM AT THE SAME TIME WE DESTROY THE SHIP!

GET THE LIFEBOAT READY! WE'LL HEAD THIS SHIP FOR THE SUN AND DROP OFF!

HOW ABOUT TOM AND ASTRO?

MEANWHILE, DEEP IN THE HEART OF THE X-36...

LOOK AT THIS, ASTRO! IT'S MADE OF CHEAP ALUMINUM INSTEAD OF DURABULUM METALS! NO WONDER THE SHIP TOOK OFF FAST AND LIGHT!

CHECK, TOM! AND NO WONDER IT'S STIFF AND THE PARTS ARE WEARING OUT!

SMASH THE SECOND LIFEBOAT TO MAKE SURE THEY WON'T FOLLOW US!

INSTED OF BUILDING A REAL X-36 EXPERIMENTAL SHIP -- TURNS AND SPACE MADE A CHEAP ImitATION!

THEY'LL NEVER BRING THIS SHIP BACK TO EARTH, TOM! WE'RE SCHEDULED TO HAVE AN ACCIDENT -- AND DIE IN SPACE!

WE'LL HAVE TO TAKE OVER THE SHIP AND SPACEGRAM THE NEAREST SOLAR GUARD PATROL!

ALL RIGHT, SPACE CADETS -- YOU'VE FOUND OUT! BUT IT WON'T DO YOU ANY GOOD! THE GAME IS FINISHED NOW!
I've set the automatic controls straight for the sun, space cadets! I'm sure you'll find a hot reception there!

Don't worry... we'll tell the world that you three died like real space heroes!

I shoulda stayed at space academy and flunked the test!

Forget it, Roger! Let's figure out how we can untie ourselves!

I'm getting hungry and thirsty... especially thirsty!

Worrying about food at a time like this! Haven't you noticed how hot it's getting in here? We're heading straight into an atomic furnace!

The heats making me perspire! I think the ropes are slipping!

I got it!

Tom! This ship doesn't have enough power to break away from the pull of the sun!

We're already two close to overcome the sun's gravity!

We... we're going to be cooked like a bunch of spacegeese!
IF ONLY WE COULD GET RID OF SOME WEIGHT... THERE'S ENOUGH POWER TO TAKE A LIGHT SHIP AWAY FROM HERE!

THAT'S JUST WHAT WE'RE GOING TO DO: GET INTO SPACE-SUITS FAST!

WE'RE GOING SPACESIDE, CUT AWAY EVERYTHING EXCEPT THE STERN ROCKET COMPARTMENT!

START CUTTING AWAY!

ALL DONE! NOW INSIDE AND STEER BY ROCKET CONTROL, ASTRO!

RIGHT! AND IF IT DOESN'T WORK... IT WAS NICE BEING A SPACE CADET FOR A WHILE!

IT WORKS! WE'RE PULLING AWAY FROM THE SUN!

HEAD FOR HOME, ASTRO! WE'VE GOT A DATE WITH MR. TARNS AND CAPTAIN SPADE!

TARNS AND SPADE HAVE BEEN SENTENCED TO PRISON ON ASTEROID 88. WE'RE PROUD OF YOU CADETS! YOU'VE LIVED UP TO THE FINEST TRADITIONS OF SPACE ACADEMY!

AND AS A SPECIAL REWARD, I'VE ARRANGED TO HAVE YOU CADETS MAKE UP THE TEST YOU MISSED BY GOING ON THIS EXPEDITION! YOU'LL GET IT RIGHT NOW!

A TEST? PHOOEY! ME AND MY BIG IDEAS!

The End.
Two Steps To The Moon

New Eye Cure

A famous eye specialist in New York City tells of a new use of electrochemistry for cures in such ailments as inflammation of the iris, loss of color sense, ulcers, and diabetic blindness.

Making use of the well-known scientific fact that electricity can carry negatively charged particles in solution to a positive electrode, or vice versa, the eye-doctor is able to convey drugs for the eye by means of a very weak electric current passing through a very weak solution of such drugs as penicillin, zinc sulfate, histamine, and many others. Even old age hardening of the arteries of the eye can be helped with electrochemistry.

This is accomplished by using an electric current so mild it cannot be felt and a drug like niacinamide, which dilates the blood vessels of the eye, thus restoring to a marked degree the sensitivity of the retina.

Centipede Frogs

A Professor of Zoology at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio reports strange goings-on in a farm pond in that state.

There seems to be a rampage in the chromosomes or germ plasm of the resident bullfrogs. More than 20 of the bass-voiced creatures have sprouted from three to eight legs each.

Says the Professor, “Of course multiple limbs on frogs have been produced in the laboratory, but such a wholesale sprouting in a state of nature is surprising.”

True enough, but what the Professor doesn’t seem to have mentioned is that atomic scientists have recently warned us that the air we breathe has about reached the saturation point for safety from radioactivity. Beyond that, say the savants, man’s genes may become affected. So the question arises: “Has the earth’s atmosphere already become so radioactive that the frogs are changing? If so, we can be thankful that the frogs are sprouting multiple legs instead of extra throats.”

According to the Space Flight Committee of the American Rocket Society, eager beavers who want to set in motion the first found trip to the moon are going to have to first take two steps to get there.

Step No. 1 is going to be on the back of a “Mouse.” But feminine readers should not get nervous. The letters of “Mouse” really stand for “minimum orbital unmanned satellite, earth.”

In short, earth man, within the next year or so, will be able to send a tiny unmanned rocket into space to an orbit around the earth beyond the pull of gravity. This artificial, man-made moon at an altitude of about 300 miles will be able to carry about 40 pounds of scientific equipment, such as Geiger counters to measure the intensity of cosmic radiation.

This man-made satellite, circling the earth once every two hours, will also carry photo and X-ray counters to spy on the sun, and a big thermometer to tell us how hot and cold it gets up there.

It won’t be long now before the Celestial Travel Bureau will ask, “Round trip to Luna, anyone?”
KIDS! BE THE FIRST TO SEND FOR THIS NEW PLASTIC AIRCRAFT CARRIER WITH 5 CATAPULTING JETS

Send only $1.00 NOW for this wonderful toy! It catapults, it floats, it runs on dry land. Equipped with 5 catapulting jets that zoom off the runway with the flick of the finger. The carrier is fully 2/3's of a foot long!

We also send you, at no extra cost, a small supporting fleet of real plastic molded warships, consisting of:

1 BATTLESHIP
1 CRUISER
1 DESTROYER
1 SUBMARINE
1 P.T. BOAT
1 AIRCRAFT CARRIER

Brings you the aircraft carrier and 5 jets plus the small fleet of warships! BE SURE to enclose $1.00 with coupon and print name and address clearly.

ONLY $1.00

LUCKY PRODUCTS, DEPT SC-2
Carle Place, L.I. N.Y. NO C.O.D.'s

Gentlemen:
HERE IS MY DOLLAR! Rush aircraft carrier and jet planes plus small fleet. If not completely satisfied, I can return merchandise for full refund.
Canada and foreign orders send $1.50 postal money order.

Name
Address
City State

ONLY $1.00 POST PAID
Strange and exciting are the adventures of the Space Cadets as they rocket through the vast and mysterious reaches of the universe! Yet none of the dangers could match the adventure on the swamp covered planet Venus... and its dreaded...

Octopus Tree!

Beyond the mist-shrouded atmosphere of Venus, the cruiser Polaris circles... and searches...

We're just wasting our time, Tom! We don't even know for sure if Professor Norsgaard's ship crashed on Venus!

It's a chance in a million, Astro! But if the ship crashed in the Venus swamp — our astrocaotor will spot it!

In a million years, it will! And we'll all be space goofy long before that!
ROGER MANNING, THE SPACE HERO, HAS IT ALL FIGURED OUT!

SURE! THE SPACE BRASS AT THE ACADEMY WANTS TO PUT ON A DESPERATE RESCUE SHOW -- AND WE'RE STUCK WITH IT!

CUT THE SPACEGAS, ROGER. CAPTAIN STRONG VOLUNTEERED OUR SHIP FOR THIS SEARCH!

IF YOU'RE DISSATISFIED, CADET MANNING, YOU MAY RESIGN FROM THIS SQUAD WHEN WE GET BACK TO SPACE ACADEMY. I'LL SEE THAT YOU'RE PUT INTO A NICE, SAFE LANDSIDE SQUAD!

YES, SIR! I LIKE THIS SQUAD! NO, SIR! I DON'T WANT A TRANSFER! THAT IS, SIR... I...

CAPTAIN STRONG! QUICK! A BEEP ON THE SCREEN! THERE'S A SPACESHIP SOMEWHERE BELOW US!

STAND BY LANDING STATIONS WERE GOING DOWN!

AYE, AYE, SIR!

ROCKETS BLAZING, THE SPACE CRUISER POLARIS DROPS DOWN THROUGH THE MURKY ATMOSPHERE TO LAND ON THE SWAMPY SURFACE OF VENUS!
WE'RE AS CLOSE AS OUR SPACESHIP CAN BRING US. WE WALK THE REST OF THE WAY...

YOU MEAN WE SWIM THE REST OF THE WAY, SIR!

THE NATIVES HEARD US LAND, CAPTAIN STRONG. THEY'LL SOON BE HERE...

WE CAN BORROW BOATS FROM THEM!

THERE'S ONE OF THE SWAMPIES, ASTRO. THIS OUGHT TO MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME!

DON'T LET ONE OF THE SWAMP PEOPLE HEAR YOU CALL HIM THAT, ROGER! YOU COULDN'T RUN FAST ENOUGH IF HE EVER GETS MAD AT YOU!

AYEE! WELCOME SPACEMAN. IF YOU ARE, WE ARE LOOKING FOR FRIENDS WHO ARE IN TROUBLE. THEY CRASHED IN THIS SWAMP.

WE'RE NOT IN TROUBLE, MAN OF VENUS. WE ARE. CRASH WE HEARD MANY DAYS AGO! NO HELP FOR OUR FRIENDS WE CAN GIVE!

WHY CAN'T YOU HELP OUR FRIENDS, MAN OF THE WATER?

THE HAYSHEE TOOK THEM INTO ITS HEART! THE HAYSHEE WE AFRAID OF! THE HAYSHEE MOST TERRIBLE THING ON VENUS! COME... MY CHIEF TALK WITH YOU!

THEM'S THEIR VILLAGE. THE ENTRANCE IS UNDER WATER, IN WE GO, SPACE CADETS!
WE COULD NOT HELP YOUR FRIENDS! DEATH IT IS TO GO NEAR THE HAYSHEE! SPACESHIP FELL AMONG HAYSHEE TREES!

WHAT IS THE HAYSHEE THEY TALK ABOUT, ASTRO?

I HAVE HEARD ABOUT IT. CAPTAIN STRONG! IT'S A TREE THAT IS ALIVE AND THINKS! SOMETIMES IT IS CALLED THE OCTOPUS TREE!

OUR DUTY IS TO RESCUE OUR FRIENDS WHO CRASHED! WE ARE NOT AFRAID TO FACE THE HAYSHEE!

SO IT BE, SPACEMEN! WE SHALL LEAD YOU TO THE PLACE!

IMPS OF SPACE! THESE BOATS LOOK LIKE THEY'LL TOPPLE OVER!

DON'T BE FooLED BY THE LOOKS! THESE ARE FLAT-BOTTOMED AND STEADY, TOM! AND THEY TRAVEL FAST!

I DON'T SEE ANY OCTOPUS TREES, ASTRO! ARE THERE REALLY SUCH THINGS HERE ON VENUS?

IF THE PEOPLE OF THE SWAMP FEAR THE HAYSHEE, TOM... THE TREES ARE HERE! AND I'M NOT ANXIOUS TO FIND THEM!
PRESENTLY, AS THEY EMERGED FROM THE THICK SWAMP JUNGLE
THERE! THE HAYSHEE! WE GO NO CLOSER!
WELL, WE ARE GOING CLOSER! YES, AND RIGHT THROUGH!

I'M GOING TO KEEP THAT TREE AND ALL ITS TENTACLES BUSY! LEAD THE OTHERS THROUGH FAST, ASTRO!
TOM! DON'T! YOU'LL GET KILLED!

TOM CORBETT! I ORDER YOU TO COME BACK!
TOO LATE, SIR! KEEP GOING; IT'S THE ONLY CHANCE YOU'VE GOT!

THEY'RE THROUGH SAFELY! NOW I HOPE THIS WORKS!

NOTHING LIKE A SURPRISE TO FOOL A THINKING ANIMAL... OR TREE... OR WHATEVER THIS HAYSHEE IS!

SO FAR... THE LUCK OF A SPACEMAN HAS BEEN RIDING ON MY SHOULDER! NOW IF THE HAYSHEE STAYS SURPRISED ANOTHER FEW MINUTES...

SPACE CADET CORBETT—YOU'LL BE A MEDAL FOR YOUR HEROISM AND EXTRA DUTY FOR TAKING RISKS WITHOUT MY ORDERS!
WE GOT THROUGH SIR. THAT'S WORTH THE PUNISHMENT YOU MAY GIVE ME!
You're not going to punish that space cadet, Captain Strong! Why, that was the bravest thing I've ever seen!

Professor Norsgaard! We've found you!

Aye! Safe and sound! And stuck in the middle of those wiggling trees!

But what now? Instead of my crew only... all of us are now caught in this deadly trap! That devil of a tree can think... it won't be tricked again!

Make some rafts quickly! We're getting out of here!

Aye, Sir!

I don't know what your plan is, Captain, but I assure you getting out is now impossible! That tree knows we're going to try to trick it.

The next time, Sir, it will not be a trick!

You... you mean you're going to let that tree kill you? I won't let you throw your life away, Captain Strong!

I'm in command, Sir! I give the orders! At all costs, you must be saved! You're our greatest space explorer... and your life is valuable to be lost!

Pssst! Astro! Did you hear?

Yes, Tom! We've got to do something! We can't let Captain Strong die!
I've got a plan! You get in Captain Strong's way long enough to give me a head start...

No, Tom! Let me do it...

Come back, Tom! Tom! Get out of my way Astro!

Come back, Tom! My orders!

He won't, sir! We might as well get through if we get the chance!

The way is clear! Let's get jetting!

What's Tom doing?

I can't hold my breath any longer! I hope they got through!

We're safe but Tom... He... he... gave his life for us!

Astro, we've lost the best spaceman a cadet ever had!

There goes the tree! Aye! And the bravest lad who had ever come out of space academy went with that monster tree!

Splash!
Cry not! My people go help friend!

Tom! Tom! Speak to me! Say you're all right!

Huh? Oh Roger! I...I guess I...I'm all right!

Why, you glowing space-worm! What's the idea of scaring me? Trying to show off, huh? Trying to be a space hero!

Days later...as the Polaris blasts in for a landing at Space Academy...

The entire cadet corps of Space Academy is here to honor you. And as commandant, I have the honor of presenting you, Space Cadet Tom Corbett, with this ribbon of the Legion of Space! You are to wear it as part of your uniform from now on!
The Time Scope, a machine that brings history and the past to the Space Cadets, is used for study at Space Academy.

A long time ago, back in the year 1627, one of Queen Elizabeth's most daring sea rovers became the father of a son -- Robert Boyle.

At the age of 17, Robert Boyle's father died, leaving him a great fortune.

I shall give my life and my fortune to the study of science.

With the help of his friend Robert Hooke, Boyle built a vacuum pump, which led to his discovery of Boyle's Law. Showing that gases can be compressed and be made to occupy less space under pressure!

Among the many scientific discoveries Boyle made was his proof that sound was carried by air... and that we could hear nothing in a vacuum... or in space.

Most learned men believe air carries sound... we have proved it!

Now Space Cadets, you've just seen a little bit of the exciting history of science! Keep this information in a science scrapbook... it's going to come in handy in your studies.
LIGHTNING JU-JITSU

Master Ju-Jitsu and you'll be able to overcome any attack—win any fight! This is what this book promises you! Lightning Ju-Jitsu will equip you with a powerful defense and counter-attack against any bully, attacker or enemy. It is equally effective and easy to use by any woman or man, boy or girl—and you don't need big muscles or weight to apply. Technique and the know-how does the trick. This book gives you all the secrets, grips, blows, pressures, jabs, tactics, etc., which are so deadly effective in quickly "putting an attacker out of business." Such as: Hitting Where It Hurts—Edge of the Hand Blow—Knuckle Jab—Shoulder Pinch—Teeth Rattler—Boxing the Ears—Elbow Jab—Knee Jab—Coat Grip—Bouncer Grip—Thumbscrew—Strangle Hold—Hip Throw—Shoulder Throw—Chin Throw—Knee Throw—Breaking a Wristlock, or Body Grip, or Strangle Hold—Overcoming a Hold-up, or Gun Attack, or Knife Attack, or Club Assault, etc., etc.—Just follow the illustrations and easy directions, practice the grips, holds and movements—and you'll fear no man.

FREE

How to Perform STRONG MAN STUNTS

With every order we will send you ABSOLUTELY FREE this exciting book! It shows you the secret way in which YOU will be able to: tear a telephone book in half—hammer a nail into a board with your bare fist—rip a full deck of cards into two parts—crush and shatter a rock with a blow of your hand—and many other stupendous strong man stunts! All this will be easy for you using the confidential, hidden way shown in this amazing book! Don't miss this amazing combined offer—on our FIVE DAY TRIAL! If not delighted with your results, your money back at once.

BEE JAY, Dept. HH-4
400 MADISON AVE., N.Y.C.

Please send LIGHTNING JU-JITSU, plus FREE copy of HOW TO PERFORM STRONG MAN STUNTS. If not satisfied I may return both books in 5 days and get my money back.
I enclose $1—Send Postpaid (Sorry, No C.O.D.'s)

Name
Address
City_______Zone_______State_______
CAPTAIN QUICK and the SPACE SCOUTS!

Once scouts explored the woodlands and forests... but when space travel became an everyday event, the space scouts became the organization of a new, fearless group of space explorers!

"The mystery on the Moon of Mars!"

Paul! Bob! Stick close to me! This little moon hasn't been explored much! We don't know how dangerous this place is!

Aye, Captain Quick! We'll be right on top of your jet trail!

Captain Quick! There's something ahead! It shines and... and it looks like a tiny spaceship!

It's a spaceship, all right! But so small... and saucer shaped!

It can't be one of ours... or come from Earth!

Suddenly, there is a silent flash... We... we can't Captain Quick! We're caught!
I AM KEEKEE! MY PEOPLE COME FROM A FAR PLANET! WE STOPPED HERE BECAUSE OUR ATOMIC FUEL HAS BEEN USED UP! WE MEAN YOU NO HARM!

FUNNY WAY YOU HAVE OF SHOWING US YOU'RE FRIENDLY! TRAPPING US WITH THESE NETS!

WE FEAR YOU, PEOPLE OF THE SUN! NOW YOU KNOW ABOUT US... AND WE MUST PROTECT OUR SECRET.

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO US?

WE WILL HAVE TO KILL YOU! KILL US? BUT WE WOULDN'T GIVE YOUR SECRET AWAY! WE'RE SPACE SCOUTS! WE HELP OTHERS!

WE CANNOT TAKE A CHANCE, EVEN WITH YOU, SPACE SCOUTS!

WAIT, KEEKEE! WOULD YOU TRADE WITH US? SUPPOSE WE GAVE YOU ATOMIC FUEL SO THAT YOU CAN LEAVE?

THAT WOULD PROVE YOU MEAN US NO HARM!

I HAVE AN ATOMIC POWER PACK WHICH MIGHT BE ENOUGH...

THIS IS ENOUGH TO TAKE US BACK HOME! WE SHALL BE FRIENDS, SPACE SCOUTS... BUT KEEP OUR MEETING SECRET!

WE WILL AND PLEASE COME BACK AND VISIT US AGAIN!

I WONDER WHO THESE LITTLE PEOPLE ARE...

AND WHERE THEY COME FROM!

WE'LL WONDER LATER, SPACE SCOUTS! WE CAME HERE FOR SPACE ROCK SAMPLES -- SO GET BUSY!
Beware, Avalanche

Meteor Or Meteorite

Do you happen to know the difference between a meteor and a meteorite? If not, you might ask the lady in Alabama, who has the distinction of being the first known person in recorded history who was ever struck by a meteorite.

That's the right name for it, for a meteor is burned up in space before it lands, but a meteorite is more practical. It comes down to earth out of the clouds.

The one that landed in Alabama the other day was about eight inches in diameter, plunged through the roof of the lady's house and hit her on the hand and the hip.

A helicopter crew from Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, flew to the lady's home to examine the celestial visitor and said the meteorite would be taken to Air Force laboratories in Washington.

The lady is now demanding the return of the meteorite, claiming that the government had no right in taking her property.

Puzzle In India

India with her population of over 360 million people is really on a spot. Although science has decreased her infant death rate to 123 per 1000 as, compared with 29 per 1000 in the United States, it hasn't been able to teach her farmers how to raise enough food to stave off chronic famine. And to make matters worse her birth rate of 27 per 1000 is still the highest in the world.

India's public health measures also have lowered the death rate, although 45% of all Indians die before they reach the age of 10.

India is planning an increase of seven million tons of food raised by 1956, but the food deficit for the population in that year will still be about seven million.

If you don't want to end your life in the deep freeze of an avalanche, science has come up with some helpful suggestions:

1. While one cannot as yet control thunder, one can control mass yodeling and the use of explosives and loud laughter.

2. If the surface of old snow is at least two feet thick, covering rocks and bushes with a slick glaze and the slope is 30 degrees or more then watch out for the slide of new snow, which has nothing to hold on to. 12 inches or more of new snow is dangerous.

3. While damp new snow holds better than dry on top of old slick snow, if the new snow moisture content is more than 10%, then it becomes dangerous because its weight increases faster than its stick-to-itnessness.

4. If wind action is more than 15 miles per hour, it will cut the base support of overlying snow and trigger an avalanche.

5. Most dangerous condition of all is from very wet snow. Dry or powdery snow is the least hazardous.
AMAZING WRIST RADIO

Wow! A wrist radio like Dick Tracy's that really works. Imagine receiving regular broadcasts up to about 50 miles and actually transmitting your voice over short distances when connected to another set. You wear it like a watch, but listen in like a radio. No batteries, no electric cord. Built in earphone and aerial.

No. 191 2.94

WHOOPEE CUSHION

Place it on a chair under a cushion, then watch the fun when someone sits down! It gives forth embarrassing noises. Made of rubber, and inflatable. A scream at parties and gatherings.

No. 247 50¢

BLACK EYE JOKE

"The Naughty Lady." They look and laugh and they blacken their eyes without knowing it.

No. 218 25¢

SIN WAND

A necessary tool for the amateur magician and a good joke too. Plastic, 14 inches long with white tips and a black center. 5 exciting tricks—Rises, jumps, produces silk, etc.

No. 240 1.50

Joy Buzzer

The most popular joke novelty in years! Wind up and wear it like a ring. When you release, it almost raises the victim off his feet with a "shocking sensation." Absolutely harmless.

No. 239 50¢

Powerful Compact One Tube Radio

Pocket size... Brings in stations up to 1000 miles away.

Modern electronics makes this wonderful set possible. So small it will fit in a pocket. Everything is supplied for you. Easy to assemble in a few minutes with just a screwdriver. No soldering required. Really powerful too. Announcements of stations up to 1000 miles away come in so loud and clear you'd think they were right near here. Learn many useful and important things about radio.

No. 205 3.98

To Amuse and Amaze Your Friends

Mystery! Magic! Science! Fun!

To order or inquire, fill out the coupon below and mail. Cushion and radio will be sent postpaid. No. 191 radio and No. 240 Joy Buzzer $2.44.

Finger Chopper

First chop a cigarette in two in either hole. Then put finger in top hole and cigarette is in lower. The cigarette is cut, but your finger is unharmed. Thrilling. Full instructions included.

No. 222 Only 1.00

Nickels to Dimes

No skill required
5 variations included
Brass cover is placed on four nickels. A steel rod is moved and the nickels are discovered. The nickels have apparently vanished into thin air. The brass cover may be examined. Many other startling effects can be performed.

No. 215 1.00

10 Day Trial Free

100% Money Back Guarantee

Cannot ship orders totaling less than $1.00.

Costume Set Designed for Every Boy

Style 160H

For you he-men, we've got the new-est, most exciting and tremendous play suit of its time. A complete Superman outfit in fine durable washable rayon gabardine. Outfit includes red cape with screened Superman figure, navy and red suit with gilt figure "S", and belt. Be first to get this wonderful outfit. Sizes 4-14.

Price 6.98

Honor House Products Corp., Lynbrook, N. Y. Dealer 2144

MAIL ORDER

Order this wonderful item at once and save $3.98. Just fill out the blank below, write in your name and address, and mail to Honorable House Products Corp., 354 E. Jericho Turnpike, Lynbrook, N. Y. (Dealer 2144). It will be sent postpaid. No. 191 radio and No. 240 Joy Buzzer $2.44.

ITEM

NAME

ADDRESS

CREDIT

I enclose $__________ in full payment. The Honor House Products Corp. will postpay.

Send C.O.D. I will pay postman on delivery plus a few cents postpay.
CAPTAIN "BULL" JASON GOT THE CONTRACT TO CLEAR THE SPACEWAYS OF SATURN OF DANGEROUS SPACE JUNK... AND CRASHED INTO DEFEAT AND DEATH UNTIL THE SPACE CADETS ROCKETED ACROSS...

The Spaceways of Peril!

NO SPACEROGUE LIKE YOU IS GOING TO STOP ME, LAYRD! I KNOW YOU'RE BEHIND THE ACCIDENTS THAT KILLED MY MEN AND WRECKED MY SPACETUGS!

PROVE IT, BULL JASON — OR BLAST OFF!

I DON'T NEED PROOF! I'VE GOT ME FISTS -- AND I'M GOING TO BREAK YOU IN TWO!

I WAS HOPING YOU'D TRY, BULL!

LET'S GET THESE SPACENAKES, BOYS!

BREAK THEM INTO ATOMS!
NOT FAR AWAY THE SPACE CADETS ARE ABOUT TO BOARD THE POLARIS, AFTER AN INSPECTION TOUR OF THE DOOMED CITY...

RIOT CALL ON THE COMMUNICATOR, CAPTAIN STRONG!

SOME FOOL MIGHT SHOOT OFF HIS BLASTER AND WIPE OUT THIS WHOLE CITY! COME ON, SPACE CADETS!

BREAK IT UP!

THIS BUNCH OF SPACE HOUNDS WILL BEHAVE!

SO WILL THESE!

YOU TAKE ONE HAND AND I'LL TAKE THE OTHER, TOM!

AYE, AYE, SIR!

GOOD WORK, SPACE CADETS! NOW WE'LL FIND OUT WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT!

THE RIOT IS OVER, CAPTAIN STRONG!

I'VE GOT THE CONTRACT TO CLEAR THE SPACeways OF SPACE JUNK... LAYRD HAS BEEN SABOTAGING MY WORK SO HE CAN TAKE THE JOB AWAY FROM ME!
HE'S A LIAR, CAPTAIN! BULL JASON CAN'T LIVE UP TO HIS CONTRACT! SO HE BLAMES ME...

UNTIL YOU CAN PROVE YOUR CHARGES, CAPTAIN JASON... TAKE YOUR MEN AND GET OUT OF THIS TOWN!

I'LL GO! BUT IF THERE ARE ANY MORE ACCIDENTS... I'LL BE COMING BACK, AND ALL THE SOLAR GUARDS AND SPACE CADETS IN THE WORLD WON'T STOP ME!

BULL JASON IS A ROUGH AND TOUGH SPACEMAN, TOM... BUT HE'S HONEST! HE MAY BE RIGHT ABOUT LAYRD... WELL, LET'S GET BACK TO THE POLARIS.

ASTRO, I'VE GOT AN IDEA, I'M GOING TO FIND OUT IF BULL JASON IS BEING SABOTAGED!

THAT'S EASY TO DO, TOM. NOW TELL ME HOW?

COVER UP FOR ME. I'M GOING TO JOIN BULL JASON'S GANG!

YOU'RE SPACE- GOOFY, TOM! THEY'LL TEAR YOU TO PIECES IF THEY CATCH YOU!
Look's like Bull is hurt plenty, Captain! When are we goin' to finish him off?

Right now, Kerrf! Prepare to blast off!

What you got there, Captain?

Atomine! I'm going to blast Bull and his whole crew right of space.

Where's Tom? He was with Astro, sir! I didn't see him come aboard.

I should have reported this to you, sir... but... but... well, sir, Tom got into a spacesuit and hitched on to Bull Jason's spacetug Hercules!

I'll discipline both of you later, Astro! Right now we've got to get Tom back before he's killed.

There's Bull's dredging station... I better keep out of sight!

All right, men! Get to work! We've got a job to finish. Take out the tugs and start sweeping up the spacejunk!

If there's any sabotage going on, it should be out where the spacesweepers work! I'll go along with them...
Layrd... a couple of Tugs and the Spacescooper are coming from the Dredge Satellite!

I see them. Time for me to go to work.

Stand by for a quick getaway. I'm going to plant this atomic charge in the Spacescooper!

Everything going along smoothly so far, I guess spaceman's luck is riding with me!

Here comes somebody... and I'll bet a Neptune nickel it spells trouble!

I'll see what he's up to...

In the name of the Solar Guards, identify yourself!

The name is Layrd... Captain Layrd! And I enjoy blasting my enemies—especially if they're snooping space cadets!

I'll have to deny you that pleasure, Layrd! You're under arrest!
PUT DOWN YOUR BLASTER AND SURRENDER!

LET GO, SPACE CADET! I'VE SET THE ATOMINE TO EXPLODE! OUT OF HERE OR WE'LL BOTH BE BLOWN TO ATOMS!

BEING BLOWN TO ATOMS IS PART OF THE CHANCES A SPACE CADET HAS TO TAKE! YOU DON'T FRIGHTEN ME!

BUT I DON'T WANT TO DIE, SPACE CADET! LET ME GO!

CONFESS AND I'LL GET YOU OUT OF HERE, LAYRD! IF YOU DON'T, WE'LL JUST SIT AND WAIT FOR YOUR ATOMINE TO BLOW UP!

ALL RIGHT! ALL RIGHT! BULL JASON IS RIGHT! I'M BEHIND THE ACCIDENTS THAT HAVE SLOWED UP HIS WORK! I WANTED TO GET THE JOB AWAY FROM HIM...

ATTENTION SOLAR GUARD CRUISER POLARIS! SPACE CADET TOM CORBETT CALLING POLARIS! ARE YOU IN THE VICINITY? ANSWER OVER!

WE'VE BEEN TUNED IN ON YOUR SPACEPHONE ALL ALONG, TOM! WE HEARD LAYRD'S CONFESSION! NOW BLAST OUT OF THERE BEFORE ATOMINE GOES OFF!

I CAN'T LEAVE, SIR! I'M GOING TO DISMANTLE THAT ATOMINE. BULL JASON CAN'T AFFORD TO LOSE ALL THIS EQUIPMENT!

YOU'RE A SPACEGOOF, TOM! BUT GO AHEAD! WE'LL PICK UP LAYRD AND HIS CREW!
I'm tuned in, too, Tom! Never mind my equipment! Get the spaceblazes away from there! I'm ordering you!

I'm a space cadet, Captain Jason! You're not ordering me around! Now shut up! I've got work to do!

I've got it open... now to find the trigger and take it out!

I've come as fast as I could, Tom! Let me get at the atomine!

All finished, Bull!

Reckon I got to apologize to you space cadets and to the solar guards! You risked your life protecting the freedom of space!

Layrd and his crew are locked up in the brig, Tom! Come aboard. We're blasting for home and space academy!

Spaceman's luck, Captain Jason!

Good-bye, space cadets! Drop in on me whenever you're patrolling this area!

I don't know whether to give you extra duty for leaving without my permission... or recommend you for a medal for the job you did, Tom. I guess we'll just forget the whole thing... this time!
An assortment of TOYS

To Make A Child's Eyes Almost Pop Out

Imagine getting a whole big packet of toys at one time! Enough toys to make you feel as rich as a king or queen. 50 separate toys—all different—among them GAMES—MAGIC TRICKS—PLAYTHINGS—PUZZLES—and NOVELTIES—and COMPLETE for only $1.00! Why, that makes it only 2¢ a toy! Believe us, they are worth much more! Many of those who have bought tell us the assortment is worth $5.00 in value—and in play and pleasure, there is no measuring!

RUSH THIS COUPON NOW! This is a WONDERFUL OFFER! Order with the understanding that you must be 100% delighted—or you get your money back. We repeat, the complete set is only $1.00—and we pay postage too. (NO C.O.D.'s please, at this low price.) Just mail coupon with payment, Mail NOW.

SCOTT-MITCHELL HOUSE Dept. ME-1
611 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.

Please send me ________ Giant Assortments of Toys at $1.00 each. I am enclosing ________ in payment. Money back guarantee, if not satisfied.

Name                Address
City or Town Zone State

Note: We pay postage on all orders.

Sorry—no c.o.d.'s!

$7.18 WORTH of STAMPS

GUARANTEED CATALOG VALUE

FREE! MIDGET ENCYCLOPEDIA OF STAMP COLLECTING

• Tells Everything You Need to Know About This Hobby
• Includes Stamp Dictionary
• Stamp Identifier
• Big Bargains

YOU ALSO GET hundreds of other fascinating and unusual stamps and sets from all over the world! A grand total of 338 all-different stamps—guaranteed $7.18 Catalog Value—all yours for only 25¢! Just think of the hours of fun you’ll have poring through this giant collection of hard-to-get stamps—filling hundreds of blank spaces in your album at the amazing bargain rate of 13 stamps for 1¢.

We’re making this sensational offer to introduce you to our famous Bargain Approvals which we'll send you for free examination! But hurry! Supply of these Bargain Packets is limited—once the stamps shown here are gone, there just won't be any more! Mail coupon NOW. If coupon is clipped, send 25¢ direct to:

ZENITH CO., Dept. OF 1
81 Willoughby St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

WASHINGTON (left)—2nobles set of 3
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA (above)—1917 Assasination Set complete
BOLIVIA (above)—3 Action-Packd Sport Stamps!
ESTONIA (above)—Next-issued “Dorpat” set of 6 cpl.
ISRAEL (above)—Beautiful Jumbo stamps
GERMANY Allied Military Gov’t Set complete (right)

ZENITH CO., Dept. OF 1
81 Willoughby St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

Here's my 25¢. Send me entire collection described in this ad—338 all-different stamps—plus FREE "Midget Encyclopedia of Stamps." Include a free examination, your latest Bargain Approvals.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City or Town Zone State

Note: We pay postage on all orders.

Sorry—no c.o.d.'s!
Could You Use $1,000,000?

We'd like to hand you the million—but that's impossible! But your HEALTH is worth a million! And WE CAN MAKE YOU HEALTHY!

Build Your Body & Health NOW!

WITH THIS FAMOUS HIP POCKET GYM

WEIGHS ONLY 1 1/2 POUNDS!

**AMAZING BUT TRUE!**

Yes, HIP POCKET GYM helps BOTH skinny and stout people. Famous celebrities, people all over the world have been brought to thrilling FULL BLOODED HEALTH by this amazing exercise.

**THERE'S NO MAGIC — NO MIRACLE!**

HIP POCKET GYM works by putting Nature on your side. Using scientific and medical principles, it helps the body to help itself by giving the body just the right amount of exercise it requires. HIP POCKET GYM constantly adjusts to your strength and ability. You do not have to be Mr. America—everyone can use it! A few minutes a day may lengthen your life and give you the power to BE A MAN AMONG MEN!

**SO SIMPLE! SO EASY!** No核定 on walls; No crawling on floors; No swinging from ceiling—no lengthy correspondence courses! A few minutes a day is all that's required of you. Simple, natural feeling—gives you the PEP and FORCE OF PERSONALITY to become a WINNER!

**RECOMMENDED BY OVER A HALF MILLION PEOPLE!** The HIP POCKET Method of Body Building has been so successful that a vast number of thousands of users have been built during the past 20 years by word of mouth and recommendation WITHOUT ONE WORD OF ADVERTISING!

**BUILDS HEALTH IN VETERANS' HOSPITALS** HIP POCKET GYM is used by physical therapists in Veterans' Hospitals to rebuild health and vigor in our wounded and injured men.

**SCIENTIFICALLY CONSTRUCTED HIP POCKET GYM is made of pure, natural rubber that actually improves with age. Each Gym features a scientifically molded, single pure resistance rubber that exercises the muscles gently, gradually and firmly—preventing over-straining. HIP POCKET GYM is lightweight and compact. You can take it anywhere!

**5 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!**

LOSE UGLY FAT

SUBSTITUTE MUSCLE!

BUILDS HEALTH FOR MEN — WOMEN — CHILDREN!

ADD MUSCLE TO SKINNY FRAMES!

Mr. AMERICA USES HIP POCKET GYM!

The Mr. America title goes to the athlete judged by the foremost health and strength experts as the most perfectly developed man in America. Among the Mr. Americas of the last three years you'll find 3 fans of HIP POCKET GYM! In a recent article in a top health and strength magazine he was showing his favorite exercise with HIP POCKET GYM—developing the biceps, triceps, neck, and the adding inches to the back and shoulders!

FREE

ATLANTIC SALES

742-44th St., Brooklyn 20, N.Y. — FA

Please send HIP POCKET GYM @ $3.95 each PLUS FREE set of Health and Strength Exercises. Total amount enclose $ Check [ ] Money Order [ ] Cash [ ]

To Save Handling and Postage Charges Send Check or Money Order.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ______ ZONE ______ STATE

If I am not satisfied for any reason whatsoever, I may return the Hip Pocket Gym within 5 days for full refund!
GIVEN! BOYS! GIRLS! LADIES! MEN!

WE GIVE YOU CASH OR PREMIUMS!

STAND BACK! I'VE GOT A GUN!

GET BACK!

YOU KIDS DESERVE A MEDAL! WHERE DID YOU GET THAT "22" RIFLE AND THAT BOW AND ARROW?

WE EARNED THEM SELLING WHITE CLOVERINE BRAND SALVE!

WOW! I'M GONNA SELL SOME OF THAT SALVE TOO!

LOOK! HE'S CLIMBING BACK INTO HIS CAGE!

THAT BOY AND GIRL SAVED OUR LIVES!

Wilson Chemical Co., Dept. BC-4, Tyrone, Pa. Date

Gentlemen: Please send me on trial 14 colorful art pictures with 14 boxes of White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE to sell at $3.50 a box (with picture). I will remit amount asked within 30 days, select a Premium or keep Cash Commission as explained under Premium wanted in catalog sent with order, postage paid to start.

NAME
ST.
TOWN
ZONE
STATE

Print last name here.

Paste coupon on postal card or mail in envelope today.
Check the Kind of Body YOU Want! RIGHT IN THE COUPON BELOW

...and I’ll Prove How EASILY You Can Have It!

JUST tell me where you want it—and I’ll add SOLID INCHES of powerful new muscle SO FAST your friends will grow bug-eyed with wonder!

Do you want me to broaden your shoulders—put trip-hammer power in both your arms—make your legs two pillars of strength? Then just check what you want below. I’ll prove you can get it in just 15 minutes a day—in your own home—or it won’t cost you a penny!

I don’t care if you are 12 or 50 years old—or how ashamed of your present physical condition you may be. I can give you a “barrel chest” and a vise-like grip. I can shoot new strength into your old backbone, exercise those inner organs—help you cram your body so full of pep, vigor and red-blooded vitality that you won’t feel there’s even “standing room” left for weakness and that lazy feeling. I’ll wake up a high-powered dynamo! You’ll feel and look different. Man, you’ll begin to LIVE!

Here’s The Kind of Results I Get:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“I gained 11 lbs. and 4½ inches on my chest, 3 inches on my arms. I am never constipated.”</td>
<td>—Henry Neven, Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I gained 34 lbs. and increased my chest 6 inches!”</td>
<td>—Stanley Lynn, Calif.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The benefits are wonderful. The first week my arm increased one inch, my chest two inches.”</td>
<td>—E. M., Conn.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“You changed me from a weakening to a real be-man. My chest has gone up 6 inches. I am a solid mass of muscle.”</td>
<td>—J. W., Montana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YOUR COURSE I weighed only 141. Now I weigh 170. —T. K., New York

SHOULDERS?

SILVER CUP GIVEN AWAY

32nd high! Given as proof making greatest physical improvement in the next 3 months.

HERE’S WHAT I TAKE—FREE

What I take every day is the secret of my success! Send the coupon below for your copy of my book—FREE—sent post-paid! It contains 32 pages packed with practical advice on how to build up your body free of expense or trouble. No theory—no cost! A book of practical exercises and advice. No picture book—no stories. Just practical help on how to get the body you want. Free—sent post-paid!

FREE ILLUSTRATED 32-PAGE BOOK. JUST MAIL THE COUPON.

ARE YOU
Skinny, weak and run down?
Always tired?
Sweaty?
Limping?
Bowing?
Tiring?
Are you one of the millions who are too weak to do the things you would like to do?

WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT IS SHOWN IN MY BOOK—FREE

SILVER CUP GIVEN AWAY

32nd high! Given as proof making greatest physical improvement in the next 3 months.

FREE ILLUSTRATED 32-PAGE BOOK. JUST MAIL THE COUPON.

EMAIL: charlesatlas@freebook.net

Here’s the kind of body I want:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Check as many as you like</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More Muscle—Solid in the Right Places</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broader Chest and Shoulders</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Powerful Arms and Grip</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slimmer Waist and Hips</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Powerful Leg Muscles</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Sleep, More Energy</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charles Atlas, Dept. 313N
115 East 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.

Dear Charles Atlas: Here’s the kind of body I want!

Send me absolutely FREE a copy of your famous book "Everlasting Health and Strength"—32 pages picture book packed with useful exercises, answers to vital health questions, post-paid. This book is mine to keep and sending for it does not obligate me in any way.

Name __________________________ Age ______
(please print or write plainly)
Address __________________________
City ___________________________ State ______

If under 14 years of age check for booklet A.